Here's an ideal package of must-have textbooks and multimedia from Lippincott Williams & Wilkins ideal for medical students preparing for Board Review exams in basic science fields.

Available via LWWHealthLibrary.com:

- Can be integrated into lectures and review sessions
- Great for review, self-assessment, and exam preparation, using online Q&A component
- Authoritative, must-have references from a leading medical, nursing and health sciences publisher
- Full book chapters are printable and can be shared with faculty and other students
- Books are continually updated with the most current edition

This collection includes:

- Covers material in the primary basic sciences—such as gross anatomy, embryology, neuroscience, and more—that are addressed on the USMLE Step 1 exams
- 10 core textbooks covering the core disciplines of gross anatomy, physiology, embryology, behavioral science, cell biology, neuroanatomy, microbiology, immunology, biochemistry, molecular biology, pharmacology, and pathology
- Over 5,000 multiple-choice Q&A questions—with functionality to track performance
- Comprehensive online self-assessments that allow students to track their performance
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